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Introduction 
At the beginning of this research students worked with both the 
teacher and the librarian to identify an educational problem that was 
important personally. 
 
The purpose of our Information Literacy classes was to engage 
students in scholarly work and teach them basic concepts:   
1. To scaffold their thinking process using the scientific method  
2. To assist them in describing their own research 
 
Engaged Learning is both a process and a product involving students 
and faculty.  This refers to building meaning around a researchable 
topic and teaching students how to develop focused research that 
includes academic literature, using full-text, peer-reviewed articles. 
  
The goal is to describe the steps and have students apply each step, 
building their research work in stages.  In this process we developed a 
roadmap for students.  
Methods  
Students need to: 
•Acquire academic and information literacy skills 
•Understand the process of becoming informed on a research topic 
•Demonstrate how to navigate the databases using keywords, subject 
 headings and limiters. 
•Create a conceptual overview of the topic while expanding their 
 schema 
•Cite sources accurately and avoid plagiarism 
•Apply hands on training and instruction in a computer lab with access 
 to databases and RefWorks   
•Practice becoming familiar and comfortable with finding articles on 
 their topic and then exporting the citations to RefWorks.  
•Differentiate between the reliable, good websites and those 
 masquerading as attempts at an authoritative website 
  
At the conclusion of the lab students have the following: a topic, 
research articles, and a bibliography created from RefWorks. 
Instructional Process 
Steps in Developing a Topic into a Viable Research 
Focus: 
 Building a Review of the Literature 
• Start with a topic. Consider this topic as a starting point.  
The visual equivalent is that the initial topic is a 100 pound 
block of wood. The goal is to whittle it down to the size of 
a toothpick. 
• Look at a topic, focus in describing it specifically, 
narrowing down concepts to something manageable. 
• Look at encyclopedia sources for “keywords” and focusing 
topic, not for information 
• Explore the Databases 
• Look at articles. Within articles, examine subject 
headings to lead to new articles. 
• Look at the references at the end of the article to lead to 
deeper research and further exploration 
• Examine multiple databases 
• Gather, review and select articles to further develop the 
research focus 
• Explore reliable websites such as government statistics 
sites and educational/university sites. 
• Use site:edu   OR   site:gov for this purpose 
• Internet exploration makes it seem simple for students 
to locate what they may believe is credible information 
on a research question.  However, they may locate 
specific information that limits their view of the scope 
of their question especially in regards to bias. Setting 
the research question in historical context is another 
step in getting the students to step back from their topic 







Basic Skill Set: 
1. Knowing how to use search terms to focus on one’s topic  
2. Knowing how to be tenacious in searching for information 
3. Knowing how to use the university’s library website to find books 
and databases 
4. Understanding how to search the databases-techniques  
• knowing how to locate research articles in professional journals 
• learning how to identify peer reviewed/scholarly articles in 
professional journals 
5. Learning how to evaluate the authenticity and the effectiveness in 
light of one’s research focus 
6. Understanding the focus of the information one has found-i.e read 
an article to understand the focus the author is trying to convey, 
assessing what the author is trying to say, compare  the focus of 
one’s own research, and then thinking critically, and developing a 
written reflection on the information  
7. Using the Internet effectively: finding reliable, objective and 
authoritative information 
8. Understanding the techniques of academic searching in order to 
teach others how to acquire focused and reliable information. 
9. Understanding and learning citation styles 
 
 




Liberal Studies Students 
Kimberly Harris   
Effect of Resource Allocation on Student Academic Achievement in an Urban Setting 
 
Kristen Ozorio    
Social and Emotional Needs as an Approach in Developing a Positive Classroom Environment 
 
Atria Rondone  
Student-Centered Curriculum in Elementary Education 
 
Talyha Romo    
Creating a Successful Educational Environment for the Latino Community: Building Home-School Communication 
 
Alexandra Rovira    
Enhancing the Social Behavior of Children with Autism in an  Inclusive Classroom 
 
Heidi Samayoa    
Heritage/Preservation of Culture: Benefits of Model Bilingual Instruction Approaches 
in Elementary School 
 
Alejandra Vasquez   
Building Academic Confidence in ELL in Elementary School 
 
Masters Students: 
Curtis Aikens  Leading by Example 
Heather Basarab  Building Collaboration Through Project-Based Theater Design 
Lisa Blakley Effective Social Skills for Students with Autism Grades K-6 
Heather Brabo Class Size Does Make a Difference 
Shan Chen Teaching Second Language at an Early Age 
Jennifer Diaz-Zamora Long Term ELL: Failure is not an Option 
Dionne Estes Public Preschool 
Cassie Ferguson Opportunity and Access 
James Fish How to Awaken an Appreciation for the Value of Practicing Learning Skills in an Environment of Poverty, Theft, Destruction and 
 Violent Behavior 
Michael Galli    From Afghanistan 1979 to Afghanistan 2001: How Three Current High School History Textbooks Frame the Origins of the 
 “War on Terror” Historical Analysis  Interviews with William Blum, Noam Chomsky and James Loewen  
Heather Gant Bradley Teachers Creating Safe School Environment 
Daniel Gasparini Self-Advocacy. The Importance of Building Inter-Personal  Communication and Help Seeking Skills in Elementary School 
 Children 
Yi-Ling Ho Disparity in Enrollment in Gifted Programs: US and China 
Julietta Indelicato  Positive Co-Teaching 
Karen Mixon-Martin Transition Plans for Children Post Surgery/Treatment 
Michaela Mirsky Social Skills 
Sean Louderback  Professional Development in Changing Teacher Practice 
Dayna Reilly  Effects of Integrated Collaborative Teaching on Student Achievement 
Deena Reyes  iPad Apps and Building Literacy in School Age Children 
Monica Rizzo Redundancy, Discrimination and Corruption in the Multi-Billion Business of College  Admission Testing 
Kevin Skidmore  Assessments to Guide Individualized Transition Plans  
Heather Selick  Kids Can’t Wait 
Philip Van Eyck  Play-Building: Creating Documentary Theatre Performance in a High School Setting  
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For further information 
Please contact madalienne.peters@dominican.edu or  
suzanne.roybal@dominican.edu  for information on continuing research.   
More information on Dominican University Library can be obtained at 
http://www.dominican.edu/academics/resources/library  For information on the Dominican 












•Form a well-stated thesis statement 
•Identify your topic 
• Use subject headings 
• Utilize wikipedia for keywords  ONLY 
•Use scholarly peer-reviewed articles 
• Find primary sources such as studies 
• Observe the content, objectivity, bias and date published 
•Critically analyze and evaluate information retrieved 
•Understand and look at the LibGuides produced by the library 
•Know your limits and ask for assistance as needed 
•Create a precise bibliography using RefWorks 
•Utilize an annotated bibliography for literature review 
•Understand the nuances and methods for using reliable websites 
•Locate a professional organization that pertains to your topic and 
 peruse the website, journal, professional conferences and 
 workshops for information pertaining to the research. 
•Interview an Expert 
• Students identify someone within their community of 
 professionals who will offer them information from their 
 seasoned perspective.  
• Synthesize:  Organize your research information according to 
 categories/themes. 
•Review and Reflect on your paper developing thoughts that 
 include key points from sources, strengths and weaknesses. 
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